BEAUTY-STEM
REGENERATIVE LIPOFILLING FOR
AESTHETIC AND PLASTIC SURGERY
BEAUTY-STEM is a closed-circuit single-use kit for liposuction
and processing of adipose tissue without any centrifugation.
The final purified product is a viscous fluid with a high
regenerative potential that can be used for several aesthetic
procedures.

KEY ADVANTAGES

TIME EFFICIENT

MINIMAL MANIPULATION

• Processes up to 400 ml of adipose 		 • BEAUTY-STEM preserves the
biological properties of the cells 		
tissue in 10 minutes.
and maximizes the regenerative 		
• Compared to centrifugation 			
potential.
BEAUTY-STEM allows to save time 		
• Continuous saline solution washing 		
and related costs.
eliminating any traumatic action that 		
• All-in-one system that processes, 		
may damage the extracellular matrix.
microfragments, purifies and
extracts lipoaspirate within one 		 • Minimal contamination from external 		
air.
device.

EASY TO USE
• Simple and reproducible technique
in a single surgical time.
• Compared to centrifugation
BEAUTY-STEM minimizes training,
preparation and clean-up.
• Only 1 operator required.

BEAUTY-STEM
HOW IT WORKS:
The entire processing phase of the liposuctioned tissue
occurs inside the device as a result of continuous
saline solution washing eliminating all the oil and blood
residues which might cause inflammation of the treated
tissues. This allows the reduction of stress to cells,
eliminating any traumatic action that may damage the
extracellular matrix and its essential trophic and antiinflammatory function. The collection and processing
bag purifies the drawn tissue preserving its biological
properties and maximizing the regenerative potential.
The end product is a compound and purified
microfragmented autologous adipose tissue that
keeps the biological properties of the original tissue
intact. The whole extracellular matrix acts as a natural
structure for the cells, increasing their vitality and
contributing to the natural tissue.

BEFORE

AFTER

PROCEDURE:
1. Connect a 2L saline bag to “WASH IN” valve.
2. Insert the harvested adipose tissue through “LIPO IN”
valve.
3. The innovative filtering system allows the total
purification of blood and oily waste as potential
cause of inflammation.
4. Once the final product acquires a clear yellow
colour, retrieve it from the dedicated “LIPO OUT”
valve and use as needed.

FIELDS OF APPLICATION
FACE

SCARS

BURNS

BODY

Restoration of facial volumes and
youthfulness.

Improvement of the natural healing process
of burned tissues.

Treatment of hypertrophic scars and
scar-related conditions (i.e. acne).

Remodelling and volume restoration of
breast and gluteus area for esthetic or
reconstructive reasons.
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